
 

 

GUIDELINES 
 
To send an application to the Norwegian Photographic Fund (Nofofo), the applicant needs to 
have a user/create a user in the portal https://soknad.nofofo-fff.no/. On this platform you are 
able to submit your applications and reports (if you have receiving funding in the past). You 
can edit your application until the very deadline under ‘Mine Søknader’. When the deadline 
has passed your application will automatically be sent.  
 
Be aware that you need to submit a report if you have previously received funding before 
submitting a new application. The report is to be delivered in on the fund’s platform.  
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 
The application should contain a description of what you are applying support for, with a 
clear timeline for the project. The description should be short and concise and explain what 
the funding will go to, what the project is generally about and the time for start/finish. Also 
explain how the designated project serves as a relevance for the photographic and camera-
based art scene. The text is written in its own box in the application form.  
Max. 4000 letters.  
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
CV: Education, separate- or group exhibitions, scholarships, publications, residencies etc. If 
you are a MA-student you need to state which school semester you are in, when you 
graduate and what degree you attain. Approved file format: PDF. 
 
BUDGET: The budget needs to contain expected income and expenditures. Please also 
state if you are applying other funds and if any other applications are under treatment or 
granted. Remember to state the application amount in the budget. If you have a confirmation 
from a gallery or a publishing company, add this to the last page of the budget.  
Approved file format: PDF.  
 
DOCUMENTATION/IMAGE MATERIALS: Add documentation/images from earlier projects 
or exhibitions, including the image materials which are relevant for your application. 
Images: Up to 12 images (1MB per file) are preferably uploaded in a PDF in the portal.  
Max. total file is 24MB.  
Video works: max. length 5 minutes per video. Make sure to include password to video in 
application! For Vimeo, make sure that the function for embedding is enabled.  
 
DUMMY: If you are applying for funding connected to a publication, a dummy is required. 
Dummy can be uploaded as a PDF (max. file format 20MB) or if you have a physical one it 
can be sent/delivered to Norwegian Photographic Fund, Møllergata 34, 0179 Oslo.  
If you wish for the dummy to be returned, please include postage. After the application 
treatment is over, the dummy can be picked up by appointment within 3 weeks.  
Contact the secretary of Nofofo: post@nofofo.no.   


